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[video of Bani and Celine, on table, discussing with 
each other] 

Props: JTBD book, a laptop with JTBD video opening 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MiBoMzA_d6A)

Imagine you’re having a face-to-face discussion with a friend. To help make a point,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MiBoMzA_d6A


[video of Celine pointing to a 
particular paragraph in the book, and a 
particular segment of the video, while 

Bani listens intently to her]

You point to a particular paragraph in the book, as well as a particular segment in the learning video.



[Bani looking intently at the 
paragraph and the video segment, 

and then gave a satisfying nod, OH!]

After reviewing what you refer, your friend finally got it.





Rising prevalence in the digital space

• Trend 1: Growing popularity of online learning 
platforms 

• Trend 2: Creating knowledge from different 
sources/ materials



Trend 1: Growing popularity of online learning platforms 

Trend 2: Creating knowledge from different sources/ materials



Is there a need for more visual context 
and referencing in discussions 
happening in current learning 

platforms?



How well does the existing crop of 
asynchronous discussion interfaces 
facilitate the referencing of visual 

materials?



Preliminary Investigations

Study 1: User interviews with experienced forum 
users in the MOOC context 

• Need for more context in discussion 

• Text-only discussion is pretty limited 

• Use of external resources in the discussion



Preliminary Investigations

Study 2: Observational study of making references to 
visual materials in asynchronous discussion interfaces 

Threaded forum Anchored discussion interface (Zyto et. al. 2012)



Shortcoming of threaded forum: referring to something specific in the material can be 
cumbersome; requires the right deixes to point to the referent’s actual location in the material 



Shortcoming of ADI: Referring to more than one object in the main material is 
difficult. This difficulty increases when objects are in more than one material



Questions, answered

Q: Is there a need for more visual context and referencing 
in discussions happening in current learning platforms? 

A: Yes. 

Q: How well does the existing crop of asynchronous 
discussion interfaces facilitate the referencing of visual 
materials? 

A: Can get cumbersome and inefficient in referencing 
scenarios with multiple and specific referents. 



Design requirements to fulfil

DR1: Users can refer to varying granularities of 
referents, from specific to general, with minimum 
deixes. 

DR2: Users can view the referent materials/objects 
alongside the discussion  

DR3: Users can visualize all the referents and choose 
which to focus on 



Korero 
/ˈkɔːrərəʊ/ 

(noun) speech, narrative, story, news, account, 
discussion, conversation, discourse, statement, 

information

Māori dictionary



General interface features



Korero interface



Multi-linking popup

Referential term



Providing visual space to support 
contextual actions 



Korero interface

Contextual



How to refer two video timestamps in 
the discussion interface?



How to refer two video timestamps in 
the discussion interface?



Referring to section(s) in document



Providing visual space to support 
contextual actions 



Accessing and providing 
awareness of the referents 



What the contextual activity window 
does not do

• Provide users with an awareness of all the referents of 
a referential term  

• Get a quick glimpse at the referents and choose 
which to focus on  

Existing interface still lack the necessary component to 
facilitate these actions



Korero interface

Contextual

On-demand widget 
with 2 action views



How referents are stored and 
displayed



“How can I see what others have 
referred in their discussion post?”



Korero interface

Contextual

On-demand widget with  

2 action views



Hovering: Glimpsing what others have referred



What about clicking?



Clicking: Viewing in more detail while 
interacting with other elements



Evaluation

Forum | ADI | Korero

Two studies: Establishing & comprehending references



Research Questions

• Does Korero facilitate efficient and easy establishment and 
comprehension of references with multiple and specific 
referents? 

• How do users create references with multiple and specific 
referents? What can we learn from their referencing behaviors 
and preferences to support rich and expressive referencing?  

• What are the benefits of Korero for simpler references (singular or 
non-specific referents)? How could Korero influence behaviors 
around the referencing actions, such as users’ engagement with 
the materials being referred? 



Tasks were devised based on the referential complexity framework

Referencing Tasks for Both Studies

Referencing tasks (RT) Related RQs
1 2 3

RT1: Refer to 1 video and 1 document - √ √

RT2: Refer to 1 timestamp in a video - √ √

RT3: Refer to 2 timestamps in a video √ √ -

RT4: Refer to 2 timestamps in a video and 2 arbitrary passages in a document √ √ -



Study 1: Establishing references

12 participants proficient in advanced-level written English were 
recruited from the host university. 

Discussion posting scenario with different RTs as the references 
condition were applied for each trial. Participants were instructed to 
refer to materials/objects (specified in the trial’s instructions) in the 
post. 

Repeated-measures within-subject design, with interface as 
independent variables.  Trials were randomised, used different 
materials, and RT blocks were counterbalanced (Latin Square). 
Lasted 1.5 to 2 hours. 



Study 1: Establishing references
Completion time (shorter is better)

Referencing tasks (RT)

RT1: Refer to 1 video & 1 doc 

RT2: Refer to 1 timestamp (video)

RT3: Refer to 2 timestamps 
(video)

RT4: Refer to 2 timestamps 
(video) & 2 passages in a doc

* * *

Repeated-measures ANOVA (Greenhouse-Geisser) 

Post-hoc: Pairwise t-tests (Bonferroni)  

Korero < ADI < Forum (RT2-4) 
(Completion time)



Study 1: Establishing references

Referencing tasks (RT)

RT1: Refer to 1 video & 1 doc 

RT2: Refer to 1 timestamp (video)

RT3: Refer to 2 timestamps 
(video)

RT4: Refer to 2 timestamps 
(video) & 2 passages in a doc

Cumbersomeness and writing effort (lower is better)

Friedman’s ANOVA  

Post-hoc: Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (Bonferroni)  

* * ** * * **

ADI is not always better than the forum  
(Cumbersomeness, RT1)



Study 2: Comprehending references

12 participants were recruited with the same recruiting 
requirements as Study 1. None took part in Study 1. 

Discussion reading scenario with different references condition 
was designed. Subjects were instructed to read post containing 
reference to visual materials and answer question related to the 
referent itself (not contingent on prior knowledge). 

Study design used in Study 1 was adopted for Study 2, 
including the stimuli postings to be read by participants. Lasted 
for 1 to 1.5 hours.



Study 2: Comprehending references
Completion time (shorter is better)

Referencing tasks (RT)

RT1: Refer to 1 video & 1 doc 

RT2: Refer to 1 timestamp (video)

RT3: Refer to 2 timestamps 
(video)

RT4: Refer to 2 timestamps 
(video) & 2 passages in a doc

* * *

Repeated-measures ANOVA (Greenhouse-Geisser) 

Post-hoc: Pairwise t-tests (Bonferroni)  

*

Korero < ADI < Forum (RT4) 
(Completion time)



Study 2: Comprehending references

Referencing tasks (RT)

RT1: Refer to 1 video & 1 doc 

RT2: Refer to 1 timestamp (video)

RT3: Refer to 2 timestamps 
(video)

RT4: Refer to 2 timestamps 
(video) & 2 passages in a doc

Cumbersomeness and mental effort of comprehending the references (lower is better)

Friedman’s ANOVA  

Post-hoc: Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (Bonferroni)  

* * ** * * **

More than 1 referent

Korero shines in references with multiple and specific referents 
(RT3-4, cumbersomeness and mental effort)



Concluding notes

• Korero is faster, less cumbersome and effortful than 
forum and ADI in establishing and comprehending 
references (with multiple and specific referents) 

• Contextual activity window and on-demand widget 
are effective in providing the necessary visual space 
and awareness for facilitating referencing actions



Main takeaways

• Findings: The need to change referencing strategies 
(e.g. direct anchoring and writing deixis)  halfway 
through the reference making process (ADI) takes 
more mental effort than using the same strategy 
(forum) 

• Takeaway: Having a consistent referencing method 
is important for complex references (multiple and 
specific referents)



Main takeaways

• Findings: Most participants preferred using features 
of the discussion interface to make references, 
instead of writing deixes manually, even for simpler 
referencing tasks 

• Takeaway: Providing features to facilitate referencing 
(in terms of affording visual space and awareness) 
creates a better discourse experience  



Main takeaways

• Findings: Most participants were more willing to check 
out learning materials referred by other discussants in 
Korero 

• Takeaway: Learners’ engagement with the learning 
materials can be strengthen by facilitating its access 
and consumption (e.g don’t need to navigate to a new 
window in the browser)



Future Work

1. Deploy Korero in actual courses with substantial 
discussions held online 

2. Investigate its effectiveness in other collaborative 
learning activities such as group assignments 

3. Explore other meaningful interactions on referent 
objects/material to better utilise them in discourse 
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